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Field Conditions Revisited
Part 2: 2010–2015
Stan Allen

Everyone wants to take the part for the whole. Why not
take the part for the part?
—Jasper Johns
Design strategies based on part-to-whole composition,
as originally outlined in the field conditions writings
almost twenty years ago, have recently reappeared in
our practice. The initial impetus was a 2010
competition project for the Maribor Art Gallery in
Maribor, Slovenia. The given site was immediately
outside the walls of the historic city center, adjacent to
the market square. For us, the fundamental problem of
the competition was to create a contemporary
institution with a legible identity while at the same time
maintaining a relationship with the intricate texture of
the existing historical fabric. Looking at the site and
program, I was struck by a close fit between ideas I
had been thinking about for a long time and what I
understood to be at stake in this competition: Here
was a problem that could be solved by an assembly of
self-similar elements that could adapt locally at the
same time as their aggregate form could create a
progressive new identity for the institution.
As we began working in greater detail, I turned to
references and work by friends and colleagues, in
particular, Luis Mansilla and Emilio Tuñón’s formulation
of “non-centralized, expansive systems capable of
becoming specific at each point,” which I took to be a
restatement of the field conditions idea. But this was
not simply a return to old ideas. The field conditions
work first appeared in the 1990s and during the first
decade of the 21st century I was deeply engaged with
questions of landscape and urbanism. This current work,
beginning with Maribor, represents a synthesis and a
return to the precise agency of architecture: not so
much buildings that look like landscapes, or a turning
away from architecture toward interdisciplinary work,
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Opposite: New Maribor Art Gallery, Context View
Above: New Maribor Art Gallery, Roofscape
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Right: New Maribor Art Gallery, Structural Schematic
Below: New Maribor Art Gallery, Part to Whole Diagram
Opposite: New Maribor Art Gallery, River Drava View
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but rather the working potential of field-like objects and
architectural aggregations that behave like landscapes:
open, indeterminate, and capable of adapting to
changing circumstance over time.
In the case of Maribor, this return to strategies
articulated many years earlier was not motivated by
some perverse desire to demonstrate my intellectual
consistency, or by nostalgia for a certain moment of the
past, but simply because the problem as we
understood it matched up well with these working
strategies. As an architect, the knowledge and
expertise you draw on is incremental, and in this case,
we had already done the conceptual work, which made
the thinking and the design process more fluid when
this project came along.
These initial thoughts led us to focus on two
elements from the context: the plan dimension of the

blocks within the historic city and the iconic profile of the
roofline. Organizationally, we had a series of ‘expansive’
program elements—all of the public programs of the
museum, which needed to be connected back to the city
—and, as a counterpoint to that, galleries, which
required separation from the city and internal
modulation. We knew from the beginning we would work
with an assembly of parts whose measure would be
defined by the dimension of the historic parcels. After
some experimentation, we settled on a pentagonal
geometry for the modules. The pentagon is an unsettled
geometry; when you aggregate pentagons they produce
an incomplete rotational pattern that was very
suggestive to us.
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Below: New Maribor Art Gallery, Detail Model of Galleries
Opposite: New Maribor Art Gallery, Structural Lattice

The basic diagram of the project from there was
simple: a porous mat created by the grouping of the
pentagons, which is in turn lifted up to allow continuity
with the life of the city at the lower level. The upper level
is separated from the city and inward looking;
programmatically it is well-suited to house the galleries.
The profile created by this assembly of parts has a clear
relationship to the distinctive form of the historic roofline
without being a literal copy. The lower level, by contrast,
is smoothly connected to the flows of the city and
characterized by openness and transparency.
Each pentagonal unit has the same footprint in plan,
and every pentagon comes down on a single column.
Yet when you link them together (through the triangular
geometry that falls out of the radial), you get a
continuous lattice; the individual unit disappears into a
pattern. Out of a standardized repetitive system we were
able to produce a very high degree of variation: variation
in terms of a profile, but also variation in terms of the
programmatic needs of the galleries on the interior.
Our other aim was to rethink conventional contextual
strategies. The idea was not to hold street walls or to
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create squares and plazas, but instead, taking a more
informal approach to context, we worked with a
scattered arrangement of elements in plan. This irregular,
open-ended aggregate is loosely fitted to the site and in
turn stitched back into the context through the voids
created around the perimeter. It is a less obvious and
more difficult contextual strategy. The museum blocks
relate to the site on the basis of movement and
connectivity rather than traditional notions of matching
street walls or site lines. This strategy of loose
aggregation in turn allowed us to create spaces for
bookstores, café terraces overlooking the water, and all
of the other public museum programs at the ground
level in a very natural way. The space between things is
loosely bounded and can become active and full,
leaving space for the creativity of local inhabitants.
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Opposite: M&M House and Studio, Project Phases
Below left: M&M House and Studio, Model Collages
Right: M&M House and Studio, Photo by Michael Biondo
Following pages: M&M House and Studio, Photo by Scott Benedict

EXISTING HOUSE & LANDSCAPE 2000

But the Maribor project also departed in significant
ways from the field conditions work. It pointed to a way
forward as much as it recalled older ideas. In some
sense, my earlier attempts to work through the
architectural implications of the field conditions ides had
foundered on the precedent of the mat-building. Matbuildings tend to be intricate in plan but undifferentiated
in section and elevation. By contrast, as much as it is
invested in intricate plan geometries and based on the
assembly of parts, Maribor has a strong figural presence,
without which it would have been impossible to
establish such a clear institutional identity.
If the plan is the necessary working space of the
architect, the elevation belongs to the public dimension
of architecture: the figure of the building seen from eye
level. This figural aspect, far from being something
added onto the geometric scaffold of the project, is
integral to its structure. Once we established the basic
pentagonal geometry, and working only with planar
surfaces (by practical and aesthetic preference) we
discovered a rich series of linked variations for the roof
geometries. At the lower level, the structural imperative
of transferring loads to a single column likewise dictated
a clear tectonic solution with a strong presence.
The potential of this organizing geometry to work in
distinct situations was tested immediately after the
Maribor project with the commission for the M&M
House and Studio. This small addition to a residential
project we had completed ten years earlier shared two
things with the Maribor project: a lower level understory
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NEW STUDIO & LANDSCAPE 2013

with a functional/infrastructural basis, and an inward
looking program (the painting studio) above. High walls
and light from above were required for the studio, which
meant that the new addition could operate as a vertical
counterpoint to the horizontal body of the existing house.
Looking at the plan in detail disclosed another
characteristic of the pentagonal geometry: by adding one
additional side to a square planform, the closed geometry
is opened up and destabilized. Space becomes more
fluid, and in this case, more functional: the painter who
uses the studio works with projection, and the angled
wall of the five-sided plan figure is well-suited to her
working methodology.
The M&M Studio self-consciously quotes the form of
the Maribor Art Gallery; the Studio is one module of the
Gallery built out. There is a loose programmatic fit (art
gallery/painting studio) but a radical shift in scale. The
conjunction of these two projects at different scales with
a shared organizational strategy has opened up a
productive line of design experiment that has sustained
our recent work. The wager of these new projects is that
a simple rule-based approach working mostly (although
not exclusively) with the five-sided plan figure and the
iconic potential of the figural roofline has the potential to
address a variety of sites, programs, and scales.
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Two projects that followed from the Maribor
competition explored different potentials of a field-like
array of five sided elements. In the case of the Busan
Opera House (2011) the individual elements
disappeared into a larger whole. Unlike the museum
program, which works well with a linked series of
individual spaces (where the gaze can be multiplied
and dispersed), the opera house is a collective space
with a singular focus. In order for this close packing to
occur, the module had to be regularized, creating an
archetypal house-form in plan (four equal sides and a
base). Although the unit is similar, the pattern creates a
very different effect. Maribor was an open-ended
series; the number of modules was relatively arbitrary
and determined by the dimension of the plot. At Busan,
the figure is complete and nothing can be added or
taken away.
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Opposite: Stan Allen Architect, Busan Opera House, South Korea, 2011, Rendering
Top left: Gottfried Semper, Bayreuth Festspielhaus, Germany, 1876
Top right: Rotation of House-form to Plan
Middle left, center: Busan Opera House, Study Model
Bottom right: Busan Opera House, Deformation Diagram
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In the 2012 competition project for the Monument to
Freedom and Equality in Leipzig we faced an entirely
different challenge: a symbolic program without specific
functional requirements or interior spaces. Here the fivesided figure and iconic roofline is shaped to recall places
of collective memory—church, house, town hall—while at
the same time a cutting geometry is deployed to break
down the totality of the image and scatter the parts into
a field of fragments, suspended between construction
and destruction.
The Taichung InfoBox, a realized project from this same
time period, is simpler in plan. It is a freestanding pavilion
housed within an existing aircraft hangar. The use of
bamboo as structure and skin would seem to differentiate it
from this line of work. But it shares with these projects a
compact object-like quality, and the chamfered base
anticipates the massing strategy of the Tainan Museum of
Art. As an alternative to the weighty classical base or the
modernist strategy of raising the building on piloti, the
chamfer simultaneously grounds the building while at the
same time implying a gentle levitation.
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Opposite: Monument to Freedom and Equality, Perspective
Above: Stan Allen Architect, Taichung Infobox, Taiwan, 2011
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Below, top: Hudson River Studio, Form Generation Diagram
Bottom left: Hudson River Studio, Elevation and plan
Opposite and following pages: Hudson River Studio
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UP

The final two projects shown here also involve a shift
of scale from the domestic to the institutional, as was
the case with Maribor and the M&M Studio. At the
Hudson River Studio, the archetypal house form that
appeared in plan at the Busan Opera house is
re-purposed as a small working studio. At this scale the
geometries are necessarily more intricate; a second
floor loft creates additional workspace without a strict
sectional division, and a spiral movement pattern
establishes the location of the stair and the internal
voids that allow for the perception of the interior as a
complete figure. The iconic house-form is reiterated in
profile, giving the roof a strong figural presence. The
simple yet variable geometry makes possible a close
calibration of program, views and natural light.
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Top left: Tainan Art Museum, Site Plan
Bottom left: Tainan Art Museum, Schematic Site Plan
Opposite: Tainan Art Museum, Context Model
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The Tainan Museum of Art presented a distinct
contextual challenge. In Maribor, the coherence of the
traditional city fabric allowed a subtle response based
on measure and repetition. At Tainan there was no
corresponding pattern to extend. The urban context is
broken and discontinuous. Instead, working from the
precedent of a nearby Temple precinct, we created a
strong architectural frame to mark out the civic space of
the museum, set apart from the chaos of the commercial city. Three large, lapidary figures become the focus
of this new public space. The five-sided geometry and
the iconic roofline stand out as distinct from the museum’s urban context, marking the museum as a special
place within the banal urban fabric. Where the Maribor
Gallery blocks are lifted up to allow the city to pass
under, and the Hudson River and M&M studios sit firmly
on the ground, at Tainan, these large vessels are chamfered as they meet the artificial ground of the plaza,

reinforcing their geological character. And if the
program and material of the studios required punched
windows, the envelope of the Tainan Art Museum is a
taut, textured skin, converting these figures onto luminous beacons of the new life of the institution.
Just as an architect builds a body of work on the
basis of his or her past work, the discipline moves
forward as a conversation with its past. The breakthrough of the Maribor project was to open up a new
vocabulary of iconic form-making, rigorous in its
geometric rules but richly varied in its programmatic
effects: field-like objects that belong to a larger series.
It has created an unforced consistency among projects
of distinct scales, based on geometry rather than
material use or repeated formal tropes. These projects
share a plan-form (the five-sided figure) and a faceted,
crystalline geometry that is the tectonic consequence
of the plan.
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Above: Tainan Art Museum, Axonometric Program Diagram
Opposite, top and bottom: Tainan Art Museum, Street View, and Courtyard View
Following pages: Tainan Art Museum, Sectional Axonometric
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From 2010 to the present, we have explored the
potentials of the five-sided plan form and a faceted
tectonic language emerging from that plan geometry.
Certain experiential and architectural consequences
follow, and serve to unify these four projects of varying
scales and programs.. One suggestive property of the
five-sided plan, for example, is that (unlike a rectangular
figure) it is possible to see three sides of the building
simultaneously, which has the effect of flattening and
destabilizing certain views. Beyond that I would make
three claims for this work: first, that it activates the
figural and expressive and character of the roof as a
primal architectural element connoting shelter and
collective assembly; second, although composed of
singular elements, there is an implied seriality embedded
in the formal language – that is to say the use of an
algorithm to generate the form means that there are
other versions implied even if not literally present. Even
a modest freestanding project such as the Hudson River
Studio, there is a sense that the building belongs to a
larger series. And finally, as a corollary to that, the formal
solution is not definitive but rather appears as provisional, or conditional, which is what allows it to be flexible in accommodating a range of sites and programs.
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The geometries do not present themselves as final and
self-evident, but instead suggest that this is but one of
many possible configurations.
At the same time, the consistency of the geometric
language reveals certain scale-specific effects, primarily
in relation to the ground. It has generated a number of
projects that form a linked series in spite of different
scales, sites and programs, including our most recent
work for the 2016 Venice Biennale. Close attention to
program remains necessary, and I would never force this
geometry, but it has proven remarkably resilient to date.

Above: Hudson River Studio, Axonometric Studies
Opposite: Tainan Art Museum, Model in Context
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